
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - German - YEAR 13
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group:  13 Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

This overview is approximate
as regards termly coverage by
each associated teacher

Teacher 1
Einwanderung

Immigration

Students will learn how the first
guest workers came to Germany and
understand how immigration has
changed over time. They will discuss
questions about immigration in
Switzerland and Austria. During the
unit students will also learn about
the passive, revise the definite
article as well as nouns including
nouns formed from adjectives or
verbs.

Teacher 2
Der Besuch der alten Dame

The Visit - play

Students will learn background
information to the play ‘Der Besuch
der alten Dame’ and examine the
main themes, characters and
techniques used within. They will
learn a range of useful strategies to
write a well-structured essay about
a play in German. This unit will act as
a springboard to encourage wider
reading and enjoy German literature
as well as increase exposure to
authentic German in an interesting
way.

Teacher 1
Integration
Integration

Students will learn about the
experiences of different migrant
groups, find out about barriers to
integration and decide if Germany
is doing enough to facilitate
integration. During the unit the
students will revise the perfect
tense, use the passive with
werden & sein and learn how to
use prepositional adverbs to
anticipate dass- clauses.
Further strategies include
developing arguments from
different angles & weighing up
opinions and drawing conclusions.

Teacher 2
Deutschland und die EU

Germany and the EU

Students will consider the pros &
cons of the EU for Germany, learn
about the effects of EU
developments on Germany and
look at the role Germany plays in
Europe. During the unit students
will also develop skills on how to
use the imperative, revise the
cases as well as main &
subordinate clauses. Further
strategies students will develop
are linked to dealing with the
unpredictable in conversations,
understanding how to translate
better from German to English
and learning new techniques for
tackling exam-style reading tasks.

Teacher 1
Rassismus - Rassism

Students will learn about the victims
of racism and xenophobia in
Germany. They will learn about the
origins of xenophobia as well as
what Germany is doing to combat
racism. In this unit students will also
look at how to avoid the passive and
use alternatives, using the
impersonal passive as well as
learning about the subjunctive in
reported speech. Strategies
developed include researching
events, extracting and summarising
information from longer extracts
and redrafting written work to
increase accuracy.

Teacher 2
Politik und die Jugend

Youth and politics

Students will find out how much
young people are involved in
political processes in Germany and
how German politics affects young
people. They will consider the
values and ideals of young people
with respect to compulsory military
service. In this unit they will also use
the future perfect tense, use the
nominative after copular verbs –
sein, werden, bleiben and look at
varying word order. Strategies
developed include analysing
interviews and reports, translating
English to give accurate German and
employing a variety of complex
grammatical structures.

Teacher 1
Recall of themes 1, 2, 3, 4

Students will revisit the themes and skills covered throughout
the two years in the context of the Listening, Reading and
Writing examination; the IRP, the topic discussion within the
speaking examination as well as the main themes within the film
‘Goodbye Lenin’,

Teacher 2
Recall of themes 1, 2, 3, 4

Students will revisit the themes and skills covered throughout
the two years in the context of the Listening, Reading and
Writing examination; the IRP, the topic discussion within the
speaking examination as well as the main themes within the play
‘Der Besuch der alten Dame’.

Examinations

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

MFL European Day of Languages,
Ricky Bake Off, Support drop-in.

Support Drop-in. Support Drop-in. Support Drop-in.
Involvement with MFL Factor – Year 7.
Optional work experience in TL country.

Support Drop-in.
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Opportunities to develop
the whole student
(Ricky R’s)

Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Resilience - recall of vocabulary and grammatical rules, using target language to communicate and stretch oneself accordingly
Responsibility - ensuring time is spent learning vocabulary as required, pair work is completed accordingly. Google translate is NOT an option.
Relationships - students work in pairs and groups to communicate
Resourcefulness - students use cognitive ability to work out patterns in language and are also able to use online and other language tools such as verb tables and dictionaries.
Reflective - students consider the links between languages as well as patterns. They reflect on progress made and next steps to be made
Respect - students respect one another by listening to others, giving each other feedback and respecting that German speaking societies have a different culture and language.


